
Instruction for use Multi-Cleaner „Hydrobroom“ BR-200 
 
 

I. Safety instructions                Examples of usage 
 
1. Read the instructions before using for the first time. 
2. Never point the Multi-Cleaner cleaning jet at people, animals or electric    
 appliances. 
3. Do not put your hand into the high-pressure jet. 
4. Make sure that children (or minors) are not using the appliance or are  
 not in the proximity of the area being worked on. 
5. Protect the appliance from frost. 
 
 
II. Starting the appliance 
 
1. Switch on high pressure cleaner and with the spray gun open, flush  
 through without the lance.  
2. Connect high-pressure lance or spray gun by turning or clicking. If  Position D 
 necessary screw on with the adapter. The adapter with the bayonet joint can    
 only be tightened after the adjusting of the fastening nipples. 
3. Lift the Multi-Cleaner from the floor. Press the pistol to check that the main    Position C 
 nozzle functions. (The nozzle must oscillate quickly). 
4. With sensitive surfaces such as wood move the appliance steadily over the    
 area which is being cleaned and repeat this movement as you would with a    b) pull 
 household vacuum-cleaner. In this way it cleans evenly and you can  
 constantly check the cleaning results.  
5. The protective cover (Position A) rotates by 270° so that it can clean corners,    
 edges, front surfaces etc without spraying. The “Blow-Away-Cover”  
 (Position B) should be opened when working with large pieces of dirt but    
 it should, however, be closed when spray protection is necessary. When  
 cleaning corners swing the protective cover slightly backwards and at an    

a) push 

 angle of 45° lift it slightly form the corner and then reposition it again as    
 before. With front surfaces such as with steps or walls the protective cover    
 should be positioned at 90° in order to reduce the spraying. 
6. In order to clean surfaces which are inaccessible or (open areas)  
 you can remove the flat rotation nozzle from the Multi-Cleaner with the  
 Quick-Snap function (Position C) and so having more free movement. (In    
 order to remove the nozzle, the two red flaps must be pressed  
 simultaneously). 
7. (Position E) Wear-resistant runners, replaceable (see the parts list). 
 
 
 
Beware very strong jet steams. 
Please read the safety instructions above. 

Position A  
Uneven cleaning can result when working on  
roughcast, plaster walls. 
 Position E 
 
 Position B 
Technical Data: 
Type BR-200     ceramic nozzle     max press.: 210 bar     temperature: 90 °C     18 l/min 
 
 
Care and Maintenance:  
The Multi-Cleaner should be cleaned when cleaning phase is ended. 
The main nozzle can be pulled off with the Quick-Snap-System and the  
large pieces of dirt can be removed by flushing the case through thoroughly. (external and internal) 
 
 
Warning: 
Do not clean the case on its head with the main nozzle attached, as the dirt  
would then flush into the nozzle. 
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